Crafted in
New Zealand

Perfect Beverages;
Exceptional Service

About SHOTT
Crafted in
New Zealand
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In an artificial world, REAL is what separates
SHOTT from the rest. We celebrate
mother nature’s imperfections.
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SHOTT Beverages offers a full range of food service products
that are meticulously crafted locally in Wellington, New Zealand.
Our company started out in 1973 as a small fresh juice company,
famously recognised for our Lemon Ginger & Honey.
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Recent trends show consumers are taking more interest in what goes
into their foods and drinks. SHOTT Beverages were the first to adapt to
this developing trend with a full range of REAL ingredient syrups without
artificial colours, flavours or sweeteners ready to be shipped all over NZ.
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Consumer Research
I don’t have
a limit

25%

More than
3 per day

Consumers drinking flavoured
coffee on a regular basis

Consumers drinking
flavoured coffee

22%

11%

3 per day

Daily to
monthly

46%

23%

2 per day

24%

1 per day
Less than
1 per day

What we’re trying to achieve

11%
6%

Annually

Consumers drinking flavoured
coffee on a regular basis at
various stages in their lives

SHOTT coffee syrup sales are
occurring with a purchase of
another hot beverage

58%

80%

Regular
basis

Plus

41% of consumers will stop drinking
caffeinated drinks at 2 per day.
Independent Research (2014). stuff.co.nz
“Mocktails - the drink for when you’re not drinking” (2015)

Perceptive Research 2015 Omnibus, AZTEC SCAN SALES

* Excludes honey products such as Lemon Ginger & Honey

Number of caffeinated drinks the
respondents limited themselves to

FULL SERVICE
Customized Content Support

Display Stand

Take the
lead on
actioning
change

Coffee
Counter Card

Staff Training

Adapted
Menu

TRY SOMETHING NEW

Strategical Promotional Plans

Add a SHOTT to your next coffee

TRY SOMETHING NEW

ICIAL
NO ARTIF
flavours
colours,
eners
or sweet

Add a SHOTT to your next coffee

Images are representative of the flavours, not the served drink

Images are representative of the flavours, not the served drink

ICIAL
NO ARTIF
flavours
colours,
eners
or sweet
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New Zealand

More versatility; less waste
Metric Pour
Pumps

Did you know up to 30% of
syrup margin is lost due to
over-pouring/ under-charging?
■■ Competitive price

Comin
g
Soon

■■ Made locally allowing
flexible stock movement
and small MOQ’s
■■ All SHOTT products have
a metric serve size that
applies over all beverage
categories (9-1 ratio).
Universal
serve size

Superior
quality syrups
(flavoursome;
not sugary)

tried and tested
flavours available
for key account
LTO’s.
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LEMON GINGER
HONEY FILP

CARAMEL
LATTE

20mL Egg White
30mL SHOTT Lemon
15mL Sugar Syrup
Ginger & Honey
Dry Sparkling wine
45mL Dry Gin
30mL Grand Marnier Ice
INGREDIENTS
Garnish: Lemon peel
Crafted in
30mL Lemon Juice

20mL SHOTT Caramel
New Zealand
200mL Milk
ice.
1. Fill a glass with
30mL Espresso Coffee
into
2. Add all of the ingredients the
Garnish: Caramel Sauce
a Boston Shaker (excluding

METHOD

METHOD
sparkling wine).
ice.
with no
1. Press the espresso coffee into a mug
3. Shake the ingredients
or
again. heatproof glass.
4. Add the ice & shake
ice
the
into 2.
Add
the SHOTT Caramel to the coffee
5. Double strain contents
and stir to combine.
filled glass.
wine3.&Next, heat the milk EFFORT
using the steam
6. Top with the sparkling lemon.
of
arm on a coffee machine.
garnish with a twist
Alex Woodmass
4. Pour the hot milk into
the
caramel
7. Serve & enjoy.
Hugo Chang Bar,
coffee shot.

Crafted in
New Zealand

Zealand

New
visit
with caramel sauce.
For more recipes 5. Garnish
.com
www.shottbeverages
6. Serve & enjoy.

For more recipes visit
www.shottbeverages.com

Consumer
tested products
before
releasing

55

Pourer

INGREDIENTS

Recipe cards
for creative
inspiration

Keep your current
customers happy;
bring NEW customers
on board

EFFORT

consumers
prefer SHOTT
Beverages

